
Rich Life Realization
Stop using stress as fuel

"I help overthinkers get out of
their own way so they can

experience mental peace and fresh
ideas" 



The Problem

You use stress, fear, and self
criticism as fuel for

achievement and success.



The solution

You understand where stress
really comes from



The Guide

Rich Life stressed himself out so
much he had to visit the

emergency room.

Not he (mostly) lives a peaceful
life



THe fuel

Are you using
stress, fear, and
self criticism as

fuel for
achievement and

success?



A performance
enghancing Drug

We can become
addicted to
enhancing

perfromance
with self
imposed
pressure



The Afterburner Effect



There
are side
effects

of Stress
as fuel



You don‘t
need the

antidote . . .
If you don‘t
take the

poison



an ALternative Fuel Source



an ALternative Fuel Source

What if you could operate from a space of
innate wonder, curiosity, and creativitiy?



Instead of focusing
on cultivating
creativity and
curiosity . . .

Learn to let go
of the fear and

stress in the way



Don‘t push it
away



Drop it
Stress doesn‘t
actually weigh

anything unless you
put it on yourself



I used to think that . . .

Write down where you used to think stress came
from:

I used to think that stress came from deadlines



Now I know that . . .

Now I know that stress really comes from:



Now I know that . . .

Now I know that stress really comes from:

 my thinking in the the moment.



The Power of
THought

Your stress is
caused by the

weight of our own
thinking.



Stress Fluctuations



Multiplying stress

Borrowed stress

Stressing about how
stressed I am



What if
stress was a

a guide?



the server experiment



Is a stress free life possible?



Rich Life
Life

richliferealization @gmail.com

Text or call (970) 716-0075

Rich Life Discourse 
and Rich Life Realization Podcast
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